Notes on Making Your Hand Cart
• The boards for the base were made of three lengths of 12” planks
laid next to one another, and then supports were screwed in (from the
top down) to keep the three boards together. The side walls cover the
screws once assembled.
• The wheels are sold as rounds, or tabletops, at the home
improvement stores (we bought these at Lowes). A 1” strip of
aluminum is nailed to the circumference of the round wood to
minimize wear and tear on the wheels.
• The cart design was inspired by period carts, but the need to have
it breakdown flat did necessitate changes.
• We originally had some issues with the steel collars coming loose
on the wheels because of the
vibration, so we added hitch pins to
keep them in place.
• This cart is the perfect size for
going to the market, transporting
class materials to Pennsic
University, and for doing ice runs.
We even made a little tip box for
our son to collect ice run tips!
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Breakdown
Hand Cart
by Gregor and Genoveva

A cart is very handy to have at Pennsic and other large SCA events.
Gregor designed this cart to breakdown flat for easy transport, yet
be easy to assemble and pull. It features legs that allow the cart to
rest flat. The wheels are reinforced with metal for longevity. And
all the wood and parts can be purchased from your local hardware
store for ease in creating your own cart.

Breakdown Hand Cart
Design by Gregor Reinhardt von Holstein
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Materials List:
2 - 24” diameter round pine rounds (for wheels)
160“ of 1” wide aluminum stripping (for wheel edge reinforcement)
3 - 2 x 12 x 8 boards (for base, sides, and end)
4 - 2 x 2 x 8 boards
1 - 30” x 3/4” threaded rod
4 - wood finials
2 - washers
2 - steel collars (bushings with screws)
2 - hitch pin
2- L brackets (to attach legs)
4 - Bolts and wingnuts
Wood screws (indicated by red stars)
Nails (to attach aluminum to wheels)
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